Abstract-This paper presents a systematic method for estimating the dynamic incident-heat-flux profiles required to achieve thermal uniformity in 12-in silicon wafers during linearly ramped-temperature transient rapid thermal processing using the inverse heat-transfer method. A two-dimensional thermal model and temperature-dependent silicon wafer thermal properties are adopted in this study. The results show that thermal nonuniformities on the wafer surfaces occur during ramped increases in direct proportion to the ramp-up rate. The maximum temperature differences in the present study are 0.835 C, 1.174 C, and 1.516 C, respectively, for linear 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s ramp-up rates. Although a linear ramp-up rate of 300 C/s was used and measurement errors did reach 3.864 C, the surface temperature was maintained within 1.6 C of the center of the wafer surface when the incident-heat-flux profiles were dynamically controlled according to the inverse-method approach. These thermal nonuniforimities could be acceptable in rapid thermal processing systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S DEVICE dimensions shrinks to the submicrometer range, reduction of the thermal budget during microelectronic processing is becoming a critical issue. Single-wafer rapid thermal processing (RTP) has become an alternative to conventional furnace-based batch processing in many processes [1] . To obtain uniform processing across wafers and to prevent creation of slip defects due to thermal stresses, temperatures must be nearly uniform across wafers throughout the process cycle [2] .
It is known that incident-heat-flux profiles (energy distributions) in RTP systems must be nonuniform across wafers to ensure temperature uniformity at all times because of heat losses at wafer edges. Hill and Jones [3] investigated the temperature uniformity of a 150-mm (6-in) wafer in which the intensity was linearly enhanced to a maximum of 8% over the last 15 mm of the wafer. Kakoschke et al. [4] presented a wafer-heating theory for estimating the edge-heating compensation required vertically and laterally to ensure temperature Manuscript received January 24, 2000; revised November 14, 2000 . This work was supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan, R.O.C. under Grant NSC 89-2218-E-009-039.
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uniformity during process ramp-up and steady-state phases.
Gyurcsik et al. [5] used a two-step procedure to solve an inverse optimal-lamp-contour problem that involved achieving wafer temperature uniformity in the steady state. Sorrel et al. [6] applied power-law (first-, second-, and seventh-degree) irradiation profiles to study the increases required in perimeter radiation to maintain a wafer at an approximately uniform temperature. Riley and Gyurcsik [7] presented a wafer-edge nodal analysis to determine the amount of lateral heating needed to counteract edge cooling. Cho et al. [8] presented a method for optimizing incident-heat-flux profiles by studying wafer heat-loss profiles.
Following the work of Riley and Gyurcsik [7] , Perkins et al. [9] used wafer-edge node analysis to determine the idealized intensity profiles required for maintaining thermal uniformity both during transient and steady states. The works mentioned above describe quantifying incident heat fluxes over wafers to achieve the necessary thermal uniformity requirements during RTP. Some of these approaches have been largely trial-and-error, which can be quite expensive and time-consuming. Some approaches, such as those of Cho et al. [8] and Perkins et al. [9] , are systematic design methods for knowing whether a design satisfying given specifications exists and whether a given approach has an optimal design that satisfies given specifications. There may be more efficient systematic methods for determining the incident heat-flux profiles required over a wafer to ensure thermal uniformity. To the best of our knowledge, no inverse heat-transfer methods for use in determining how to achieve thermal uniformity during linear ramp-up transient RTP have been published to date. The inverse heat-transfer method deals with determining crucial parameters in analyses such as those for internal energy sources, surface heat fluxes, thermal properties, etc., and has been widely applied to many design and manufacturing problems [10] - [13] . Recently, we [14] , [15] applied a one-dimensional thermal model to study the thermal uniformity of 12-in silicon wafers subjected to a uniformly distributed heat flux during RTP using the inverse-source method. It was discovered that the resulting maximum temperature differences were only 0.326 C during RTP. However, many researchers have adopted the two-dimensional (2-D) (radial and axial) thermal model to study the RTP thermal uniformity problem. The inverse boundary heat-flux method [13] is practical for use in determining how to achieve thermal uniformity with 2-D RTP systems in which the surface heat-flux strengths required to achieve temperature uniformity are unknown.
In the present paper, a finite-difference-method formulation of a 2-D (radial and axial) thermal model in which both surfaces of a 300-mm-diameter 0.775-mm-thick silicon wafer are heated is studied for application to RTP systems. The temperature-dependent thermal properties of the silicon wafer are considered. Then, the incident-heat-flux profiles over the wafer surface calculated using the inverse boundary heat-flux method for tracking uniform temperature trajectories during both ramp-up and steady-state RTP phases are examined. We also discuss measurement-error effects on the wafer thermal uniformity.
II. THERMAL MODEL
Consider the thin circular silicon wafer shown in Fig. 1 . Let and be the radius and thickness, respectively.
is the initial uniform wafer temperature, and the ambient temperature is . Symmetric heating on both sides of the wafer is adopted. The total incident heat fluxes on the top and the bottom surfaces of the wafer are denoted by and , respectively. We may assume without loss of generality that the incident heat fluxes on both sides during processing are equal, i.e.,
. Radiant heat losses occur at all surfaces. The process is considered to operate in a vacuum so heat transfer due to convection can be ignored.
The governing equation for an axially symmetric cylindrical coordinate system with its origin at the wafer center is (1) where wafer temperature is a function of the radius , thickness , and time ; , , and are the wafer density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity, respectively. Here, because of the large temperature variations that occur during processing, the temperature dependence of wafer thermal conductivity as well as specific heat capacity must be considered as follows [1] :
while the wafer density is assumed to be constant and equal to 2.33 g cm . Since the silicon wafer is considered to be homogeneous in the present study, the dependence of on spatial position is introduced only implicitly by the spatial dependence of the temperature. Because is weakly dependent on temperature, instantaneous spatial temperature variations across wafers at given times are expected to be small enough ( 200 K) so that spatial variations in thermal conductivity may be ignored [4] . Thus, (1) may be reduced to (3) The initial and boundary conditions for the system described above are at (4) at (5) at (6) at (7) at (8) where is the wafer surface absorptivity, is the wafer surface emissivity, is the emissivity for the radiant heat losses at the wafer edges, and W cm K is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Note that absorptivity and emissivity may depend on wafer temperature, position, and radiant spectral wavelength [16] , [17] . In this work, we may assume without loss of generality that the absorptivity of all wafer surfaces equals the emissivity of those surfaces. For simplicity, the emissivity of all surfaces is assumed to be the same and simply temperature-dependent as described by Virzi [18] : (9) Thus, (6) and (8) may be rewritten, respectively, as at (10) and at (11) Defining wafer thermal diffusivity as and introducing the dimensionless temperature , radial position , axial position , time , incident heat flux , thick-to-radius ratio , thermal conductivity , specific heat capacity , thermal diffusivity , and emissivity as (12) where and are the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of the wafer at the ambient temperature , respectively. The energy equation (3) then becomes (13) The initial condition and boundary conditions become, respectively, at (14) and at (15) at (16) at (17) at (18) Here the dimensionless initial temperature is and the dimensionless constant is . The numerical solution techniques used here are from the finite-difference method. A central-difference representation of the space derivative and an implicit backward-difference representation of the time derivative are adopted. We can approximate the energy equation and the initial condition as well as the boundary conditions (13)-(18) using with the radial coordinate increment , the axial coordinate increment , and the temporal coordinate increment . After the nonlinear radiant fourth-power terms in (16) and (18) have been simulated using a linear scheme and the SOR-by-lines method [19] has been adopted, the unknowns in the subgroups to be modified simultaneously are set up such that the matrix of coefficients will be tridiagonal in form permitting use of the Thomas algorithm as follows:
The superscript is denoted as the index of the temporal grid. The subscripts and are denoted, respectively, as the indices of the radial and axial grids. Given the incident heat flux ,
we can obtain the wafer temperature distributions . The relative criterion for each iteration is considered to be and when it may be assumed that processing has reached the steady state.
III. INVERSE HEAT-TRANSFER METHOD
The inverse heat transfer method [13] is practical for use in determining how to achieve thermal uniformity with RTP systems in which the magnitudes of incident heat fluxes required to achieve temperature uniformity are unknown.
The finite-difference scheme in the thermal model above at for each is used to construct the following matrix equation: (20) where is defined in (21), shown at the bottom of the page, and
Here , , as well as were described in Section II, includes any known variables of the problem, and denotes the coefficient for the unknown variable . Note that for , while for . Once given the temperature distribution of , In the same way, the temperature distribution at successive future times can be represented as follows:
A sequential in-time procedure is adopted to estimate the unknown incident heat-flux parameters. The time domain is divided into analysis intervals each of length [10] . The parameters for = 1, 2, , are determined simultaneously for each analysis interval. A temporary assumption that the incident heat flux is constant over future time steps is used in the inverse algorithms for
Then, the surface temperatures at each -radial grid ( = 1, 2, , ) for each analysis interval can be expressed as follows: (29) where (30) where is defined in (31), shown at the bottom of the page, and is defined in (32), shown at the bottom of the next page, and denotes a unit row vector (i.e., a unit at the -component). The subscripts and are the radial grid number of the temperature distribution location and the unknown incident heat flux location, respectively. denotes the axial grid number of the wafer surface. When , the estimated parameter vectors , , , and have been evaluated and the task is now to determine the unknown incident heat flux vector . We can construct the following matrix equation:
After the known surface temperature distributions have been substituted into vector , the components of vector can be found using the linear least-squares-error method. The result is (34)
. . . Fig. 2 . Flow chart for estimating the dynamic incident-heat-flux profiles required to achieve thermal uniformity using the inverse heat-transfer method.
This equation provides a sequential algorithm flow chart as in Fig. 2 , which can be used to determine the unknown incident heat fluxes over the wafer surface by increasing the value of by one for each time step. Thereafter, the incident heat fluxes can be obtained iteratively along the temporal axis. Thus, the present procedures can estimate the dynamic incident heat-flux profiles on the silicon wafer surface required to achieve thermal uniformity in linearly ramped temperature-transient rapid thermal processing.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical solution techniques described above were used to compute the temperature distributions and the surface incident-heat-flux profiles on a typical 300-mm-diameter 0.775-mm-thick silicon wafer. Numerical simulations ramped linearly from an initial uniform temperature of 27 C (300 K) to a steady state of 1097 C (1370 K) at an ambient temperature of =27 C (300 K) were performed to examine the wafer thermal nonuniformity during RTP as a function of the ramp rate. Since the wafer is so thin that the thermal nonuniformity may be insignificant in axial ( ) direction, we concentrated on the wafer surface thermal nonuniformity in radial ( ) direction. Plots of the wafer center temperature for three linear ramp-up rates, 100, 200, and 300 C/s are given in Fig. 3 . Random measurement errors were added to the desired temperature trajectories in simulations, as described elsewhere [14] : (35) where the subscript 1 is the grid number of the spatial-coordinate at the wafer center, and the superscript denotes the grid number of the temporal-coordinate.
is the dimensionless "exact" desired temperature, is the dimensionless "measured" temperature, is the measurement-error standard deviation, and is a random number. The value of is calculated using the IMSL subroutine DRNNOR and chosen over the range , which represents the 99% confidence bound for the measurement temperature. In the present study, the respective dimensional measured temperatures C and C were simulated for the cases of = 0.001 and = 0.005. We set (36) as the desired uniform temperature during RTP, for the known temperature distribution used in the inverse heat-transfer method described in Section III to evaluate the unknown incident heat-flux profiles over the wafer surface. After that, the radial temperature distribution across the wafer surface could be computed. Finally, the thermal nonuniformities on the wafer surface during both transient and steady states were investigated.
The inverse wafer-center-temperature trajectory results for three linear ramp-up rates with various measurement errors, = 0.0 (means "exact"), = 0.001 and = 0.005, are shown in Fig. 3 . The transient times required to reach the higher steadystate 1097 C (1370 K) from the initial uniform 27 C (300 K) were approximately 10.7, 5.35, and 3.57 s for the 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s ramped-up rates, respectively. The accuracy of the proposed method is assessed by comparing the estimated results with the desired temperature trajectories. The re-. . . sults of all test cases have excellent approximations when measurement errors are free ( = 0.0). As for the inverse results with measurement errors =0.001 and = 0.005, it appears that large errors make the estimated results vary from the desired temperature trajectories. For example, the inverse results with measurement errors = 0.005 for linear 300 C/s ramped-up rates have the maximum deviation from the desired temperature trajectories. The estimation of the inverse analysis is excellent for measurement errors = 0.0. It is noted that the accuracy of the inverse analysis is also good for simulated experimental data containing measurement errors of = 0.001 and = 0.005. Increasing from 0.001 to 0.005, the accuracy of the estimated results decreases. Fig. 4(a)-(c) shows the three-dimensional (3-D) graph of the inverse incident-heat-flux profile results on the wafer surface at a measurement error = 0.0 for uniform temperature tracking of the 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s ramp-up rates, respectively. The axis "Radial Position" shows the distance from the center of the wafer surface in centimeters. The axis "Time" represents the time during this temperature transition. The vertical axis represents the calculated incident-heat-flux profile yielded by the inverse method. The incident heat-flux energy was absorbed by top and bottom surfaces of the wafer, and the heat losses also occurred at all wafer surfaces. Ramping of wafer temperature took place when there was an excess of absorbed energy over heat-loss energy. During the initial transient phase, the wafer temperature increased with the increasing energy absorption, and heat losses also increased as the wafer temperature increased. The initial absorbed energy, required for wafer uniform-temperature tracking, was larger than that during other periods for this temperature transient because, as shown in the energy balance (13), and boundary conditions (16) and (18), the term on the left-hand side of (13), is constant during processing because of the constant temperature ramp-up rate. However, on the right-hand side, the sum of the radial and axial temperature gradient terms, , must be equal to the magnitude of . Moreover, according to (16) and (18), the temperature-dependent emissivity is 0.3 at the initial lower temperature, and 0.68 from 800 K to 1700 K (see Fig. 2 in [14] ). However, the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity decreases with increasing wafer temperature. Thus, the term on the right-hand side of the energy equation at the higher wafer temperature is greater than that at the initial lower wafer temperatures. To balance the energy equation during constant temperature ramp-up processing, the net of incident heat flux and heat losses, in (18) , is larger in the initial transient phase because of the lower . This resulted in larger incident heat fluxes being needed for thermal uniformities in the initial phase. When the wafer temperature reached about 800 K, the necessary incident heat fluxes dropped due to the larger . During higher temperature periods, the heat losses occurring at all surfaces became much greater and greater incident heat fluxes were needed to counteract the heat losses. Thus, the necessary incident heat fluxes increased with the increasing wafer temperature until the wafer reached the higher steady state (the temperature ramp-up rate became zero) and the necessary incident heat fluxes also became steady because the absorbed energy balanced the heat losses. These three different ramp-up rates were all the same at the value of 20 W/cm in this temperature transient during steady-state processing. (after 10.7, 5.35, and 3.57 s for 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s, respectively). Due to the additional heat losses at the wafer edges, more heat compensation was needed at the wafer perimeters during processing. Since the wafer edges were slightly cooler than the center during the initial transient phase, edge-heating compensation was not significant. As ramp-up proceeded, the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity decreased with the increasing wafer temperature and the temperature-dependent emissivity mentioned above; edge heat losses increased as wafer temperature increased from the boundary condition described in (16) . Edge-heating compensations were increasingly modulated to meet the requirement of uniform temperature tracking. Thus, the additional amounts of energy directed to the edges to offset edge heat losses became apparent. Finally, as the wafer reached the steady state, the edge heating compensation approached the constant heat-flux scaling factor of 1.26 (25.2 W/cm ) for a uniform temperature of 1097 C (1370 K) for these three linear ramp-up rates. These figures show that dynamic individual control of incident heat fluxes is needed for tracking desired uniform-temperature trajectories during RTP. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the inverse incident-heat-flux profiles resulting from tracking the desired uniform-temperature trajectory of the 300 C/s ramp-up rate with measurement errors of = 0.001 and = 0.005, respectively. These results are almost the same as those shown in Fig. 4(c) . However, the incident heat flux profiles had to be dynamically modulated according to the measurement-error effects to maintain thermal uniformity during both transient and steady state phases.
Ideally, if it were not for the wafer edges, thermal uniformity could be achieved by applying uniform heat-flux profiles of varying strengths to the top and bottom surfaces of a wafer to achieve uniform temperature-trajectory tracking. However, thermal distortions develop near the wafer edges during processing. Many rapid thermal processes [9] direct additional amounts of energy toward the edges to counteract these thermal nonuniformities occurring at the wafer edges, thus achieving results similar to our inverse incident-heat-flux results shown in Fig. 4 . Inverse dynamic incident-heat-flux profile results for wafer surface thermal nonuniformities at three linear ramp-up rates with a measurement error of = 0.0 are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(c) , respectively. The vertical axes represent thermal nonuniformities graphed according to temperature differences between points on the wafer surface and the wafer surface center. These figures show that when incident heat-flux profiles are controlled as in our inverse-method approach, temperature differences develop at the edges. Initially, the temperature difference (thermal nonuniformity) is not significant, however, as the ramp-up proceeds, the thermal nonuniformity developed at the edge increases with increasing edge-heating compensation, as shown in Fig. 4 . When the wafer reaches the higher steady state, the incident-heat-flux profile changes from the transient stage to the steady stage, the thermal nonuniformity drops gradually and approaches the steady-state. Thus, edge-heating compensation has an overheating effect on thermal uniformity during processing.
Generally, the temperature over the wafer must be maintained within 2 C of the wafer center during rapid thermal processing [6] . Fig. 6(a)-(c) shows that the thermal nonuniformity was not significant in the present inverse incident-heat-flux profiles, even though during transient periods, resulting maximum temperature differences were 0.835 C, 1.174 C, and 1.516 C for the 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s ramp-up rates, respectively. It was found that thermal nonuniformities occurring during ramp-up increased with the ramp-up rate, but remained within 1.6 C during processing. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the respective inverse incident-heat-flux results on thermal nonuniformity for the 300 C/s ramp-up rate when measurement errors of = 0.001 and = 0.005 were introduced. The resulting maximum temperature differences were 1.523 C and 1.493 C for measurement errors = 0.001 and = 0.005, respectively. The thermal nonuniformity decreased as the measurement error was increased from 0.001 to 0.005. The maximum temperature difference was less than 1.6 C even though the measurement error did reach 3.864 C (in the case of = 0.005). The thermal nonuniformity could be acceptable during RTP. , the absolute value of temperature difference between the edge and the center of the wafer surface) during transients as a function of the desired linear ramp-up rates for measurement errors of = 0.0, 0.001, 0.003, and 0.005, respectively. Our present results show that the maximum temperature differences occurring during ramp-up increased with the ramp-up rate. Increasing measurement error from 0.001 to 0.005, the thermal nonuniformity of the inverse results decreases. Although a linear ramp-up rate of 300 C/s was used and measurement errors did reach 3.864 C (in the case of = 0.005), the surface temperature was maintained within 1.6 C of the center of the wafer surface when the incident-heat-flux profiles were dynamically controlled according to the inverse-method approach. These thermal nonuniforimities could be acceptable in RTP systems.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a systematic method for estimating incident heat flux on a 300-mm-diameter 0.775-mm-thick silicon wafer to achieve uniform temperature tracking at several linear ramp-up rates during rapid thermal processing using the inverse heat-transfer method. Temperature-dependent thermal properties of the silicon wafer were considered in this study. Using a 2-D thermal model, temperature solutions for the inverse-method matrices can be constructed by applying the finite-difference scheme to calculate the desired incident-heat-flux profiles required for uniform temperature tracking. In the present study, the wafer was ramped-up from an initially uniform 27 C temperature to a steady state of 1097 C via simulation at several linear ramp-up rates. The resulting maximum temperature differences as a function of the desired linear ramp-up rates using several measurement errors were investigated. The maximum temperature differences in our present study were 0.835 C, 1.174 C, and 1.516 C, respectively, for the 100 C/s, 200 C/s, and 300 C/s ramp-up rates when the incident heat fluxes on the wafer could be dynamically controlled according to the inverse-method approach. Thermal nonuniformities occurring during ramp-up increased with the ramp-up rate. Although a linear 300 C/s ramp-up rate was used and the dimensional measurement error reached 3.864 C ( = 0.005), the resulting maximum temperature differences were not significant and remained under 1.6 C when the incident-heat-flux profiles were dynamically controlled according to the inverse-method approach. These thermal nonuniforimities could be acceptable in RTP systems.
